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Report from preparatory meeting for the pilot course for teachers and
instructors in disaster medicine
Linköping (Sweden) April 06 – 09, 1999

On request, the report from this meeting is hereby given according to the guidelines received
from the Netherlands September 1999.

Format product evaluation

1 Outline of the activity

This workshop was organised in order to discuss and prepare the first pilot course
in Linköping in October 1999.

2 Aims of the activity

The aims of the work shop were:

· Follow up of the discussions of the first work shop in Nainville-les-Roches,
France.

· Planning of the first pilot course for teachers and instructors in disaster
medicine in Linköping October 18-22, 1999.

3 Target groups

Delegates from participating countries selected by the different governments or
responsible governmental institutions.

4 Main outcomes

As a result from the workshop, a preliminary programme for the pilot course was
settled (and enclosed) and presented at the Congress in Disaster Medicine in
Amsterdam, June 1999.

5 Conclusions and recommendations

See under point 4.

6 Propositions for further activities

To run the course October 18 – 22 according to the suggested programme.
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Format process evaluation

1 Full description of the activity

The programme for the workshop is enclosed.

2 Number of participants; mention the participating countries

List of participants is enclosed.

3 Organisations involved

The Swedish governmental Board of Health and Welfare, The Linköping
University and The Centre for Teaching and Research in Disaster Medicine,
Linköping, Sweden.

4 Working methods

The workshop was informal with requested time devoted for discussions with
participation of all delegates. For further details, see enclosed programme.

5 Points of contact

Potential speakers for the pilot course were discussed and contacted

6 Papers, essays and other sources of information used for the activity

International guidelines for teaching and training in disaster medicine (ISDM).
ISDM handbook in disaster medicine (manuscript).
Models and facilities for simulation exercises were presented.

7 Evaluation of the working process

The informal way of running this work shop was evaluated as successful.
Agreement was reached on each point of the programme without controversies.

8 Embedding of the activity in national activities and organisations

This cannot be done until after the pilot course.

9 Feedback to national policy

This cannot be done until after the pilot course.

10 Recommendations for further activities (process orientated).

The pilot course should result in a course manual and proposal for future courses
for teachers in disaster medicine within the European Community.
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Report from the EU-pilot course for teachers and instructors in disaster medicine
Linköping (Sweden) October 17-22, 1999

The report from this course is on request given according to the guidelines received from the
core-group through Mr. Dick Fundter, the Netherlands.

I Format product evaluation

1. Outline of the activity

One-week pilot course for teachers and instructors in disaster medicine. Programme
enclosed.

2. Aims of the activity
The aims of this pilot course were:
• To present for teachers and instructors from the member states a model for education

and training in disaster medicine
• To let the delegates be exposed to and actively participate in this training model
• To discuss and evaluate the suitability of this model for use in the different European

countries, the need of adjustment and the possibility to apply it in the different
organisations.

• To discuss, based on the experiences from the pilot course, how to continue the work to
improve education and training in disaster medicine in Europe.

3. Target groups

Teachers, instructors, leaders and administrators of courses in disaster medicine in the
member states. The participants were selected by the member states (maximum two from
each country). List of participants enclosed.

4. Main outcomes

a) A model for education and training in disaster medicine was presented, based on
previous experiences from and development of national and international courses,
including the WHO diploma course in disaster medicine. All delegates had the
opportunity to actively participate in the model.

b) The experiences were carefully evaluated by one hour evaluation in the end of each
day plus a separate evaluation in the end of the course.
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c) The results of  this evaluation were:
• Single parts of the model (for example the part dealing with hazardous material)

should be modified towards more problem-based interactivity in accordance with
the rest of the course

• The simulation exercises where considered very valuable and recommended as
the proper tool for effective promotion of knowledge and accurate training. Of
special value was considered the simplicity and realism of the model (realistic
times, realistic resources, and effects of different decisions clearly illustrated).

• The delegates considered the model possible to apply in all member states
represented in the pilot course and easily adjustable to any organisation. The
French delegates anticipated some partly political problems in introduction of an
educational model from another country, but still considered the model suitable
after adjustment to the local organisations.

5. Conclusions and recommendations

It was concluded and agreed upon by all participants that:

a) There is a need for training and education in disaster medicine, and those today
existing programmes for education and training in many places are insufficient.

b) Specialised centres for disaster medicine should be established in all European
countries

c) Centralised training of teachers and instructors should be started as soon as
possible.

6. Propositions for further activities

The recommendation from the participating delegates was that the model used during the
pilot course, with some modifications and with adjustment to the local organisations,
would be very suitable as a training model. Teachers and instructors could be trained in
centralised training centres in the different countries.

To build up such an organisation, it is suggested, that 3-4 more courses should be run  as
soon as possible, using the existing facilities, so that a staff of trained instructors should
be available in the different countries to be able to start the programmes described above.

The curriculum defining the minimum level for theoretical knowledge and practical skill,
produced by the International Society of Disaster Medicine, should be revised and
adapted to the European countries, which could be done by a working group from the
European countries appointed by the core-group.
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II  Format process evaluation

1. Full description of the activity

 See enclosed programme.
 
2. Number of participants and participating countries

See enclosed list of participants.
 
3. Organisations involved
 

The Swedish National Board of Health and Welfare, the Linköping University and
the Centre for Teaching and Research in Disaster Medicine, Linköping, Sweden.

 
4. Working methods

The methodology was designed according to the above described “aims of the
activity” (see I:2). For further details, see enclosed programme.

 
5. Points of contact

Participation of the EU core-group during the evaluation of the course.
 
6. Papers, essays and other sources of information used for the activity.

International guide-lines for teaching and training in disaster medicine (ISDM).
Copies of slides from all the lectures and also video-tapes from the exercises
distributed to all participants.

 
7. Evaluation of the working process

See above under I:4-6.
 
8. Embedding of the activity in national activities and organisations

See under I:4.
 
9. Recommendations from further activities

See under I:5.
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List of Participants

Mr Carlo Birscheidt
Préposé de la Base National de Secours
73c, rue de Diekirsh
L-7440 Lintgen
Luxembourg
Telephone:
Fax: 352 32 77 67

Mr Charles Bruck
Service National de la Protection Civile
1, rue R Stumper
L-2557 Luxembourg
Luxembourg
Telephone: 352 49771-411
Fax: 352 49 771-771
E-mail: Charles.Bruck@prtoex.etat.lu

Dr Franz Mikulcik
Department for Disaster Medicine
Municipal Council of the City of Vienna
MA 70
Radetzkystrasse 1
A-1030 Vienna
Austria
Telephone: 43-1-71119 2001
Fax: 43-1-71119 2009
E-mail: mik@ret.magwien.gv.at

Mr Erwin Feichtelbauer
Department for Disaster Medicine
Municipal Council of the City of Vienna
MA 70
Radetzkystrasse 1
A-1030 Vienna
Austria
Telephone: 49-7071-29 86 680
Fax: 43-1-71119 2009
E-mail: fee@ret.magwien.gv.at

Dr Johann Wilhelm Weidringer
Bayer ÄrztekammeMühbaurstrasse 16
D-81677 München
Germany
Telephone: 49 89 41 47 233
Fax: 49-89 41 47 831
E-mail: j.w.weidringer@blaek.de

Herrn Hanno Peter
Ramersbacherstrasse 95
D-53474 Bad Neuenach-Ahrweiler
Germany
Telephone: 49 26 41 381 203
Fax: 49-26 41 381 210
E-mail: Aknz-ahrweiler@t-oneline.de

Dr Angela Garcia
Hospital Universitário de Santa Maria
Anesthetic
Rua Manuel Marques, 23, 4°B
P-1750 Lisbon
Portugal
Telephone: 351 1 757 58 55
Fax: 351-1-757 58 55
E-mail: nop16550@mail.telepac.pt

Dr Fatima Rato
Senior Expert (INEM)
Rua Infante D. Pedro, 8
P-1700 Lisbon
Portugal
Telephone: 351-1-792 91 00
Fax: 351-1-793 71 24
E-mail: fatimarato@ip.pt

Mr John Leahy
Chief Ambulance Officer
North Eastern Health Board
Ambulance Control Centre
Brews Hill
Navan, Co. Meath
Ireland
Telephone: 353-46-233 33
Fax: 353-46-506-72 869
E-mail: john.leahy@nehb.ie

Mr John Burton
Chief Ambulance Officer
Mid Western Health Board, Ambulance
Control Centre
Dooradoyle, Limerick
Ireland
Telephone: 353 61 48 24 92
Fax: 353-61-22 89 79
E-mail: jburton@mwhb.ie
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Mr Andrew Mason
Medway Hospital
Windmill Road
Gillingham, Kent ME7 5NY
United Kingdom
Telephone: 44-1634-83 39 74
Fax: 44-1634-82 85 42
E-mail: medwayae@btinternet.com

Mr Alan Parker
44 Gaulby Road
Billesdon, Leicester LE7 )AF
United Kingdom
Telephone: 44-116-25 96 312
Fax: 44-116-25 96 312
E-mail: aglp@innovations99.freeserve.co.uk

Dr Isabelle Renard
Liège
Belgium
Telephone:
Fax: 32-2-210.48.66

Dr Geert Seynaeve
Belgian Ministry of Health
Belgium
Telephone: 32-2-210 48 26
Fax: 32-2-210-4866
E-mail: geert.seynaeve@health.fgov.be

Mr John Van der Eik
Emergency Hospital
Utrecht
Telephone: 31 30 254 8220
Fax: 31 30 254 20 34

Mr Paul Van Laar
Fleminghstraat 30
6532 XG Nijmegen
Netherlands
Telephone: 31-24-373 2992
Fax: 31-24-379 0349
E-mail: pvlaar@telebyte.nl

Dr Demetrios G Pyrros
National Center of Emergency Care (EKAV)
Mesogeion 152
GR-115 27 Athens
Greece
Telephone: 30-1-932 276 322
Fax: 30-1-779 88 03
E-mail: Pyrros@hol.gr

Dr Anastassia Zigoura
National Center of Emergency Care (EKAV)
Mesogeion 152
GR-115 27 Athens
Greece
Telephone: 31-1-935 07 57
Fax: 30-1-779 88 03
E-mail: Roumelis@otenet.gr

Dr Francis Hout-Marchand
Direction départementale des services
d’incendie et secours de Meurthe-et-Moselle
27a, rue du Cardinal Mathieu CS-4305
F-54035 Nancy Cedex
France
Telephone:
Fax: 33-3-83 41 18 59
E-mail: francis.huot-marchand@sdis54.fr

Ms Claude Hansen
DAFCO
Immeuble Normandie II
55, rue de l’Amiral Cecille
F-76045 Rouen
France
Telephone:
Fax: 33.2.35 18 38 93

Ms Esther Pardo
Escuela Nactional de Preteccion Civil
C/Salmedina s/n
28529 Rivas-Vaciamadrid
Spain
Telephone: 34 91 537 30 86
Fax: 34-91 537 32 79


